TIE BREAKERS

FUBNUB

1 to 4 players. Ages 10+. Takes about 20 minutes to play.
Traditional game mode requires four (4) players split into two (2) teams
of (2) with the goal to be the first team to win 8 point cards.

WINNING THE GAME

If you are playing a full game, the first team to earn eight (8) point cards wins.
ALTERNATE PLAY OPTION: For a faster game, you can simply choose a
subset of point cards to play with (15 is a full game; any odd number can be
used for a shorter game).

SETUP

There are two decks involved.
Deck one (the number cards): The deck should consist of Ones (1) thru
sixes (6) and contain twenty four (24) cards in total.

All ties are broken by the highest number card first. If a tie remains, the color
determines the tie breaker in the order of Gold (highest color), Green, Purple,
and finally Red (lowest color).
Example of how cards rank for a hand: The point card says twos (2) are
the highest cards for this hand. This means for all cycles in this hand, Gold 2
is the highest card, Green 2 the 2nd, Purple 2 the 3rd, Red 2 the 4th, and
then Gold 6, Green 6, Purple 6, Red 6, Gold 5, Green 5, and so on down to
the Red 1 card being the lowest value card in the hand.
NOTE: The Red 1 is always the lowest value card in the deck, except for when
Ones, Odds, or Red are defined to earn tricks.

WINNING POINT CARDS

At the end of each hand (after all five (5) tricks have been won), the team
with the most tricks wins the point card that was in play.
The team to earn the point card, adds that point card to their 'collected
point card' pile.
All number cards are returned and reshuffled before the next hand.

Deck two (the point cards): Cards that provide special scoring rules for a given
hand. The deck should contain fifteen (15) cards in total.

The point card deck is not reshuffled between hands.

Assuming a square, four-person table, players should sit across the table
from their teammate.

SPECIAL RULES

Keep both decks separate, but shuffle each.
Note: When playing all modes of FUBNUB, except for FUBNUB Full Deck,
the Bad, Bad, Turtle cards (all cards labled as action cards) are not used.

DETERMINE DEALER

Each player takes one (1) card from the top of the number card deck.
The highest value card will be the first dealer.
Ties are broken by standard tie breaker rules (refer to the tie breaker section).
Once the dealer is determined, return and reshuffle the cards into the number
card deck and place both decks with the dealer.

GAME PLAY

Dealer deals five (5) cards from the number card deck to each player and
reveals the top card in the point card deck.
The player to the left of the dealer decides if they want to “play” or “pass” on
the point card.
The decision continues clockwise around the table until someone decides to
“play” the point card or all players “pass”.
If no player decides to play the point card, the dealer shuffles the point card
back into the deck and reveals a new point card (and the decision cycle starts
again).
If two rounds of the decision cycle have passed and no point card is put into
play, then the hand is a misdeal and all number cards are shuffled back into the
deck (the point card is also shuffled back into the point card deck).
The deal then moves to the left for the new hand.
When a player decides to “play” a point card, the point card is considered
“in-play” and play begins with the player immediately to the left of the dealer.

DEALER ADVANTAGE

When a point card is put into play, the dealer may choose to swap out one card
from their hand with the top card in the remaining un-dealt number card deck.

NOTE: The deal always moves to the left of the last dealer.
SWEEPING THE CYCLE: When you win all five tricks in a given hand, the
winning player that chose to “play” earns the deal and double the 'dealer
advantage' on next hand (they can swap two cards).
FUBBING THE CYCLE: When you chose to “play” but fail to win the point
card, the winning team earns the deal and double the 'dealer advantage'
(they can swap two cards).

ALTERNATIVE PLAY

LUCKY GHOST MODE (1 to 3 players): Missing players (ghosts) are dealt
a hand as a stack (as if there are four players in the game). Ghosts
automatically 'pass' in all decision cycles and never deal. In each cycle the
top card of the ghost stack is played. The remainder of the rules are the
same as traditional play.
BATTLE ROYAL MODE (2-4 players): No teams (all players for themselves).
No decision cycle (all point cards are automatically in play when revealed by
the dealer). Individual that wins the most tricks wins the point card.
Player with the most point cards at the end of the game wins. (no dealer
'swap' advantage; no reward or punishment for sweeping or fubbing the cycle).
NOTE: For a special single player challenge, consider combining both
LUCKY GHOST MODE and BATTLE ROYAL MODE.
FULL DECK MODE (4 players): We add back, and shuffle, the Bad, Bad,
Turtle action cards as it's own stack on the table and play FUBNUB in
BATTLE ROYAL MODE.
When a player wins a point card, after the dealer advantage but before
start of play for the next hand, they reveal a card of their choice from the
action card stack.
In this mode, some action cards should have slightly different effects than what
may be stated on thier cards directly. Here's how each should be played:
Skips: If the revealed card results in a skip action the point card they would
have just won is put in limbo and should instead be awarded to the winner of
the next hand.

They simply draw the top card from the deck and replace it with a card of their
choice from their hand.

Eliminated: If the gecko card is revealed, each player gets the option to
blindly pick a card from the dealers hand and replace it with a card of their
choice from their own hand.

NOTE: It is not required for the dealer to swap a card from their hand, it is merely
an option or advantage of being the dealer for a given hand.

No Reveal: Player play the next hand without looking at any of thier cards
(they go into ghost mode for this hand).

WINNING A TRICK

Each hand has five (5) tricks (because each player has five cards).

Peek: Each player must independantly show their hand to the player who
reveals this card.

In each cycle a player must play a card from their hand. The player who plays
the highest card in that cycle wins the trick.

Do Over: Player should replace four (4) of the cards in their hand with the
four (4) undealt number cards.

The point card in play determines the "highest value" cards for a given hand.

Rapid Fire: Player starts every trick this hand (regardless of who actually
wins each trick).

When you win a trick, you collect the cards from that cycle and place the stack
on the table in front of you (or your teammate).

Clean Up: Player claims any point cards currently in limbo

You should have a unique stack for each trick you win (to make calculating total
tricks won in a given hand easier).

Pick a Player: Player choses another player who gets the dealer advantage this
hand.

The player who played the winning card for the trick, starts the next cycle.

Double Dip, Recycle Bonus, & Refund: Player gets the double dealer advantage
this hand.

No Trash & Partial Play: Player gets no dealer advantage this turn.
Second Chance & Slow Down: Player shuffles thier hand and the undealt cards
together and then deals themself five cards (they still get the dealer advantage).
Never Happened, No Way, & Shield: Player may steal an earned point card from
any other player.
Restart Game, Reverse Direction, Shuffle, & Swaps: These action cards should
be executed as stated on the card when revealed (reshuffles should be treated as
a complete redeal for the hand).
Turtle card: the game ends. Any point cards still in limbo are awarded to the
player who revealed the turtle.
The player who has collected the most point cards is the winner.
OPTIONAL: Consider moving earned point cards with any hand swap, restart,
or reshuffle action.

BASIC STRATEGY, ETIQUETTE,
& TIPS

You should not communicate a good or bad hand to the table or your teammate
(beyond choosing to play or pass when it's your turn in the decision cycle).
Highest card wins the trick, but FUBNUB is designed to be a team game. So if
your teammate has played the highest card, & is likely to win the cycle, you
should play the lowest card in your hand.
Earned tricks should be visible to all players. This simplifies counting &
determining which team has won the point card at the end of each hand.
Finally - it’s a game. Don’t forget to keep it FRIENDLY & FUN!
For more please visit www.fubnub.com

When any player has played through their entire stack and the turtle has not
yet been revealed, all remaining stacks and the face down discard piles are
shuffled together andre-dealt to each player (revealed cads are not shuffled
into the deck). If a gecko card is revealed, the player who revealed the card is
instantly eliminated from the game. The gecko card, all non-revealed stacks,
and all discard piles are immediately shuffled and redealt to the remaining
players (revealed cards are not shuffled into the deck).
Players should follow instructions on any action cards that are revealed.
Play continues until a winner is determined.

ACTION CARDS

There are thirty-one (31) action cards that may be revealed during game play.
What follows is an explanation of what to do when a given action card is
revealed.
Clean Up: Player who reveals this card puts all their revealed cards (except for
this one) into their discard pile.
Dance: Next player must do a little dance or a wiggle. If they choose not to
dance, they must skip their turn.
Do Over: Player who revleas this card puts all their revealed cards (except for
this one) back into their stack. Player then reshuffles their stack.
Double Dip: Player who reveals this card also reveals a second card from
their stack.
Eliminated: Oh no! Player who reveals this card is eliminated from the game!
Never happened: Put this card to the side. Play at any time after a reveal
action to overrule any action card played. This card can not overrule the reveal
of the tutrle card.
No Reveal: Next player skips the reveal step on their turn. They only preform
the discard step.

BAD, BAD, TURTLE

2 or more players. Ages 5+. About 5 minutes to play.
Be the player who avoids all the geckos and finds the turtle.

WINNING THE GAME

The game ends when either the turtle is revealed or all but the last player is
eliminated.
Any player who reveals a 'gecko' is instantly eliminated from the game.
If at any time a player reveals the 'turtle' or becomes the last remaing player in
the game, they win.

SETUP

Add the turtle, the gecko, and the action cards to your standard fubnub deck
(cards with the BBT symbol).
The point card deck is not used for this game.
Shuffle the deck and deal the cards face down, clockwise around the table, to
each player until the entire deck is dealt.
Players should not look at their cards and should pile them into a single stack face
down in front of themselves (referred to as the player's stack).
Play begins with the player immediately to the left of the dealer, and should
conintue clockwise around the table until a winner is determined or an action card
directs otherwise.

GAME PLAY

On each turn, unless otherwise directed by an action card, the player takes two
actions.

No Trash: Next player reveals the top card on their discard stack. The player
does not perform any other actions this turn.
No Way: Put this card to the side. Play at any time to force a discard of any
revealed card (including the Turtle!). When played, the card is placed on the
reveal pile of the player it's used against.
Partial Play: Next player only discards one card during the discard action. Then
does their reveal action.
Peek: Player who reveals this card can look through their unrevealed stack until
their next turn. Do not change the order of any cards in the unrevealed stack.
Pick a Player: Player who reveals this card picks who gets the next turn. Play
continues around the table from that player.
Rapid Fire: Next player skips the discard action this turn. They only perform the
reveal action.
Recycle Bonus: Player who reveals this card also reveals the last card they
discarded.
Refund: Player who reveals this card also puts the last card they discarded back
into their stack.
Restart Game: All cards, including all revealed cards, are shuffled and redealt.
Rats! This is an entire game reset!
Reverse Direction: Game play should reverse direction arond the table. If game
play was going clockwise it will not go counter-clockwise.
Rhyme: Next player must say a rhyme before they play. If they can not think of a
rhyme, they must skip their turn this time.
Talk Funny: Next player should say something with a funny accent. If they don't
want to try an accent, they must skip their turn.
Tell A Joke: Next player must tell a joke. If they don't want to tell a joke, they
must skip their turn.

First Action: The player discards two cards from their stack face down (never
looking at or revealing the discarded cards). This is referred to as the "bad, bad"
action (where the player is hoping to have discarded 'bad' cards that were not the
turtle).

Tell a Story: Next player must tell a quick short story. If they don't want to tell a
story, they must skip their turn.

Second Action: The player reveals one card from their stack. This is referred to
as the "turtle" action (where the player is hoping to reveal the turtle).

Turtle: No need to hide in your shell anymore. The player who reveals this card
has just WON THE GAME!

Each player should have their own 'reveal' pile of cards as play advances.
Discard piles should always remain face down (unrevealed).

Second Chance: Player who reveals this card takes a second turn right now.

If a player has less than three cards remaining in their stack, they discard what
they can (face down) and reveal the last card from their stack (a player must
always reveal a card on their turn unless an action card directs them otherwise).

Share an Opinion: Next player must share a friendly opinion on something. If
they don't want to share an opinion, they must skip their turn.
Shield: Put this card to the side. Play at any time to force any revealed action
card on to the player of your choice. Play continues around the table from
that player.

Shuffle: All unrevealed cards in stacks and discard piles are shuffled and
redealt to all players.
Sing Something: Next player should sing something short. If they don't want
to sing, they must skip their turn.
Skip: Next player is skipped.
Slow Down: Next player should shuffle their reveal pile into their stack. After
shuffling, they should take their regular turn.
Stack Swap Left: All players give their unrevealed stack to the player to their
left.

THANK YOU!

Special thanks to the following, who went above & beyond to help make these
games a reality:
The Warner family, Clifford and Mary for their generous support.
The Soistmann family because there can never be enough games in the world.
Matt Gagliano who loves supporting side projects.
Walter Johnson who gave Kevin instructions to simply "Make it awesome".
Terri Mando for her lifelong friendship and generous support.

Stack Swap Right: All players give their unrevealed stack to the player to their
right.

Henry Robinson who now has a couple more games he can consistently beat
Kevin in!

Note: Some action cards, like the ‘reset game’ card can create very lengthy
games. If there are action cards you don’t like, or wish not to use, simply remove
them from the deck before game play.

Mark Essel who says, "Kevin Marshall is some kind of vunderkind"

YOUNGER PLAYERS

Action cards add a level of complexity to Bad, Bad, Turtle.
When playing with younger players you may want to consider ignoring
action card details. Simply perform the discard and reveal actions until
someone reveals the turtle and ‘wins’.

Rich Seubert for supporting the Marshall family on and off the football field.
Kim Flynn, Kevin's big sister who also shares a love for fun and games.
Frank Brown for his love of games & generous support.
And finally Catherine, Timothy, and Brady Marshall for inspiring the project,
helping play test everything, & then putting up with Kevin every step of the way!

Remember: The goal is fun!
So feel free to adjust the game & rules as you see fit.

MORE FUN & GAMES

Instructions, ideas, & updates for these and other games you can play with this
deck can be found at www.fubnub.com

